Phase Diagram and Activation Energy for Vortex Pinning in Nb/(Co,Pd) Superconductor–Ferromagnet Bilayer
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Using the magnetoresistance measurements we study the phase transition line and the activation energy for vortex pinning in superconductor/ferromagnet bilayer, built of a ferromagnetic Co/Pd multilayer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, and a niobium film, with insulating layer in-between to eliminate proximity effect. The domain width is reversibly pre-defined using the angle-dependent demagnetization. We find that the enhancement of the activation energy for vortex pinning by magnetic domains is rather modest, by a factor of about 2.1. We attribute this to large domain width, and large dispersion of the domain width in this bilayer.
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1. Introduction

Superconductor(S)–ferromagnet(F) bilayers (SFB) are a subject of many investigations, because they offer a chance to study the interactions between superconductivity and ferromagnetism [1–4]. Proximity effect occurs when the S and the F layers are in contact [4], while long-range, electromagnetic interactions may be induced by any magnetic domains existing in the F layer [1–3]. In the present work we focus on this last effect. It may be conveniently studied when proximity effect is cut off by inserting insulating layer between S and F layers.

The magnetic domains create inhomogeneous magnetic field which influences the dependence of the superconducting critical temperature, $T_c$, on the external magnetic field, $H$ (phase transition line). When $H$ is homogeneous, $T_c(H)$ is linear, with the maximum $T_c$ at $H=0$. In the presence of magnetic domains it becomes nonlinear, with the maxima shifted away from $H=0$, as shown by theoretical [5–7] and experimental [8–10] studies. The magnetic domains are also very effective pinning centers for vortices, and attempts have been made to utilize this effect to enhance the critical current density [11–21]. Recently, we have demonstrated that large enhancement may be achieved, by a factor of more than 10, but this requires careful tuning of the magnetic domain pattern [22]. We have utilized a method of angled demagnetization to reversibly define and erase the quasi-periodic magnetic domain patterns with equal amount of +/− domains, and tunable domain width, $w$. The experiment involved the SFB built of Co/Pt multilayer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) as the F layer, and niobium as the S layer [10, 22].

Surprisingly, the study of the pinning enhancement by magnetic methods in another SFB, built of Co/Pd multilayer with PMA and niobium, revealed disappointingly small enhancement [23]. In hope to understand the origin of this finding, here we study the magnetoresistance in similar SFB, with Co/Pd multilayer and thin Nb layer.

2. Experimental details

The SFB has been grown by sputtering at room temperature on a Si substrate, with the sequence of layers Si(10)/Pd(10)/[Co(0.5)/Pd(1.5)]$_n$/Si(10)/Nb(20)/Si(10), where the thickness is denoted in nanometers (Fig. 1a). The Si(10) layer between Co/Pd and Nb prevents proximity effect. The magnetic properties of the SFB are studied using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. The sample displays a square hysteresis loop in the normal state, characteristic for the PMA, with the coercive field at 300 K (10 K) of $H_c = 720$ Oe (1600 Oe). The electrical resistance $R$ is measured by four-probe method, in the perpendicular magnetic field, using Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum Design). The sample, 1 mm wide and 5 mm long, with four contact pads along the long direction and more than 1.5 mm between the voltage contacts, is cooled just below the $T_c$, and the data are accumulated in $T$-increments of 2 to 3 mK.

Prior to resistance measurements the magnetic domain patterns are defined by demagnetization of the F layer at $T = 300$ K in the AC-magnetic field canting at an angle $\theta$ to the sample plane (Fig. 1d), and the domain patterns are imaged by magnetic force microscopy (MFM). Figure 1b,c shows two examples of MFM images, for SFB demagnetized at $\theta = 2^\circ$ and 90°. It is seen that the increase of $\theta$ dramatically increases the magnetic domain width. From MFM images we estimate the average domain width, $w$, and the standard deviation, $\Delta w$, as a function of $\theta$. They are shown in Fig. 1e, where the error bars depict the magnitude of $\Delta w$. We observe a rapid increase of $w$, from 0.4 µm at $\theta = 0$ to 1.2 µm at $\theta = 20^\circ$, followed by a saturation for larger $\theta$. In nominally the same Co/Pd multilayer, used in our previous study [23], we have seen larger range of $w$, 0.4 to 1.5 µm. This is unavoidable sample-to-sample variation, resulting from very small layer thicknesses in the SFB. Nevertheless, the $w(\theta)$ dependence is qualitatively similar for
these samples. It results from the fact that in the F layers with PMA the magnetic moment is out of plane in the uniform domain area, while it is in-plane in the domain walls. The in-plane demagnetizing AC field tends to align spins in-plane, and thus creates many domain walls and small $w$. With increasing $\theta$ the in-plane component of the AC field decreases, so larger domains are formed.

We have observed similar behavior in SFB’s with Co/Pd multilayers [10, 22]. However, in that case $w$ is smaller, in the range 0.3 to 0.7 $\mu$m, and $\Delta w$ is small, about 10%. In contrast, in the Co/Pd multilayer studied presently $\Delta w$ is large, between 40 to 50%. These differences are likely related to different thicknesses of the nonmagnetic spacers in these multilayers, Pd and Pt, 1.5 nm and 0.3 nm, respectively. Different spacer thickness creates different density of structural defects, which affect domain formation during demagnetization.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phase transition line

Figure 2 shows the $H$-dependence of $R/R_N$, where $R_N$ is the normal-state resistance at $T = 10$ K, for the F-layer demagnetized at $\theta = 90^\circ$ (a), and for saturated F-layer, labeled “s” (b). We observe that in the sF case the $R(H)$ dependence has one single minimum at $H = 0$, as expected when the magnetic field is homogeneous. On the other hand, two minima, situated at $H$ between 50 and 90 Oe, are present in case of $\theta = 90^\circ$, signaling the presence of the inhomogeneous stray fields, as discussed previously [8–10].

Figure 3 shows the experimental phase boundaries extracted from the magnetoresistance, for the sF state, and for various $\theta$, with the $T_c$ defined at $R/R_N = 0.5$.

The phase boundary $T_c(H)$ for the sF state is linear in $H$, with a single maximum of the $T_c$ at $H = 0$. Using this result and the definitions of the coherence length in the dirty limit [24], $\xi(T) = \xi(0)/\sqrt{1-T/T_{c0}}$, and the upper critical field $H_{c2}(T) = \Phi_0/2\pi\xi^2(T)$, where $\Phi_0 = 20.68$ G$\mu$m$^2$ is the flux quantum, we estimate $T_{c0} = 8.074$ K and $\xi(0) \approx 10.73$ nm.

The $T_c(H)$ becomes nonlinear in the presence of magnetic domains. As shown in Fig. 3 it evolves with increasing $\theta$, from the dependence having a single maximum in the vicinity of $H = 0$ for $\theta = 0^\circ$, to the one with two maxima away from $H = 0$ for every other value of $\theta$. The positions of the maxima drift with increasing $\theta$, from $H \approx 90$ Oe for $\theta = 2^\circ$, to $H \approx 50$ Oe for $\theta = 90^\circ$. The $T_c$ at the maximum, $T_{c,\text{max}}$, is initially suppressed when $\theta$ increases from 0 to $2^\circ$, but further increase of $\theta$ results in the gradual regain of the $T_{c,\text{max}}$ value to the one observed at $\theta = 0$. At $\theta = 2^\circ$, when the suppression of the $T_{c,\text{max}}$
is the largest, the average domain width is \( w = 0.58 \mu m \) and \( T_c^{max} = 8.052 K \), which corresponds to \( w \approx 2.8 \xi \).

These features are in qualitative agreement with the results discussed in the case of SFB with Co/Pt multilayer [10]. They are also in approximate agreement with numerical calculations for SFB with 1-dimensional (1D) periodic stripe domain pattern [7]. The explanation is as follows. The local magnetic field above domain is \( B_{loc} = H + B_z \), where \( B_z \) is the domain stray field. When the SFB is cooled down, the superconductivity is nucleated first in the areas, in which \( H \) compensates \( B_z \), so that \( B_{loc} = 0 \). When the domains are wide, \( w > 2 \xi \), this occurs above domain centers, for negative (positive) \( H \) above positively (negatively) charged domains, resulting in two maxima of the \( T_c \). With increase of \( w \) the \( B_z \) at the domain center decreases [25]. Therefore, both the magnitude of compensating field, and the suppression of the \( T_c^{max} \), are reduced. When the domains are narrow, \( 2w \ll \xi \), the nucleation is expected in the area extending above several domains, in an averaged stray field, resulting in a single \( T_c^{max} \) at \( H = 0 \). Strictly speaking, in our experiment this regime does not occur, because at \( \theta = 0 \) we have \( w \gtrsim \xi \). However, the large dispersion of \( w \) in our SFB most likely causes averaging of the stray fields, and results in a single broad maximum at \( H = 0 \).

Figure 4 shows the dependence of \( U_0 \) on \( H \) (on a logarithmic scale) for the sF state and for several values of \( \theta \). The error bars indicate the standard deviation, \( \Delta U_0 \), extracted from the fits to the Arrhenius plots. The magnitude of \( \Delta U_0 \) is reasonably small (about 16%) for most values of \( \theta \), but it is large, more than 50%, for \( \theta = 0 \), reflecting the deviations of the data from linearity. Such deviations suggest that in this case the single \( U_0 \) value cannot be defined.

Furthermore, we see that in the sF state the \( U_0 \) is proportional to \( \ln H \), as has been reported for thin niobium films [26], and attributed to the distribution of pinning strength, and filling of the strongest pinning centers. We have also observed a similar behavior in the sF state of the SFB with Co/Pt [10]. On the other hand, in the SFB with predefined magnetic domains the logarithmic dependence on \( H \) is absent. Instead, we may identify three regions with different behavior of \( U_0(H) \). In the region I, at \( H \lesssim 20 \) Oe, \( U_0 \) is \( H \)-dependent, and for \( \theta = 0 \) it is by a factor of about 1.5 larger than in the case of sF state. However, \( U_0 \) decreases with increasing \( \theta \), indicating that with increasing \( w \) the enhancement of pinning gradually changes into suppression. In the region II, for \( 20 \) Oe \( \lesssim H \lesssim 100 \) Oe, broad maxima appear. We see two maxima for \( \theta = 0 \), situated at \( H_1 \approx 20 \) Oe, and at \( H_2 \approx 55 \) Oe. For every other \( \theta \) there is only one maximum, at \( H \), with the magnitude of \( H_2 \) decreasing slightly with increasing \( w \). Finally, in the region III, at \( H > 100 \) Oe, the \( U_0 \) gradually approaches the curve observed for the sF state.

Many of these features are similar to those observed and discussed previously for SFB with Co/Pt multilayer [10]. The gradual decrease of \( U_0 \) in region III likely results from the vortex density exceeding the density of the pinning centers. The broad maxima in region

\[
\ln \left( \frac{R}{R_0} \right) = -U_0(H)/(k_B T) + K(H)
\]

and \( K(H) \) is the coefficient in the \( T \)-dependent term, so that the general form for the activation energy is

\[
U(T, H) = U_0(H) - K(H)/T.
\]

3.2. Activation energy for vortex pinning

To understand how the magnetic domains affect the pinning of vortices, we analyze the dependence of \( \ln \left( R/R_0 \right) \) on \( 1/T \) for various \( H \) and \( \theta \). Figure 4 shows selected set of data for sF state, and for \( \theta = 90^\circ \). At low \( T \) the data follow linear dependences, indicating that the Arrhenius law is obeyed. While the slope of these dependences changes monotonically with increasing \( H \) for sF state, the change is not monotonous for \( \theta = 90^\circ \). Following the previous treatments of the flux activation regime [10, 26], we fit the linear portions by the dependence \( \ln \left( R/R_0 \right) = -U_0(H)/(k_B T) + K(H) \).

![Fig. 4. The Arrhenius plots of \( \ln \left( R/R_0 \right) \) vs. \( 1/T \) for sF state (continuous lines) and for \( \theta = 90^\circ \) (points and lines) for several magnetic fields (labeled in Oe).](image)

![Fig. 5. Activation energy \( U_0 \) versus \( H \) for different magnetic states of the SFB structure. The error bars (drawn for clarity for some selected points only) indicate standard deviation extracted from the fits to the Arrhenius plots.](image)
II suggest commensurability effects between the vortex lattice and the pinning potential created by domains. In the SFBs, depending on \( w \), various vortex configurations above the domains are possible, including disordered Abrikosov lattice, or 1D and 2D vortex chains [10]. The detailed discussion of these possibilities is beyond the scope of the present paper and will be presented elsewhere. We would like to stress that the broadness of the maxima observed here suggests that vortex configurations are spatially limited, which directly results from large magnitude of \( \Delta w \). Finally, the \( H \)-independent \( U_0 \) in region I is most likely caused by the enhanced vortex flow along magnetic domains at small \( H \), when the vortex density is low. The vortex flow increases with increasing \( w \) leading to the suppression of the flux pinning at large domain width.

Turning now to comparison between two types of SFBs, with Co/Pd studied here, and with Co/Pt reported in Refs. [10, 22], we note that the largest enhancement of \( U_0 \) observed in the present experiment equals to about 2.1. It is seen for the smallest \( w \), and in the vicinity of the first maximum on \( U_0(H) \) curve, at about 20 Oe. In case of Co/Pt multilayer qualitatively similar situation occurs, except that maximum enhancement of \( U_0 \) is larger, about 3.3, and the first maximum on \( U_0 \) curve is located at larger \( H \), at about 100 Oe [22]. It appears that both larger \( w \), and larger \( \Delta w \) in the case of Co/Pd multilayer are responsible for smaller enhancement of \( U_0 \). Larger \( w \) leads to smaller value of the commensurability field at which maximum of \( U_0 \) occurs, and results in smaller vortex density which is pinned at this field. Moreover, larger \( \Delta w \) limits the special area of the pinning, which further reduces the density of pinned vortices.

In conclusion, we have studied the magnetoresistance in the SFB built with Co/Pd multilayer and niobium. We use angled demagnetization method to tune magnetic domain width which allows mapping out the influence of the domain width on the phase boundary \( T_c(H) \), and on the activation energy for the vortex pinning, \( U_0 \). The largest enhancement of \( U_0 \) is observed for smallest \( w \), similarly as it has been reported for SFB with Co/Pt multilayer. However, the enhancement of \( U_0 \) induced by magnetic domains is smaller in case of Co/Pd, which appears to be caused by larger domain width, and larger dispersion of the domain width.
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